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Senjumaru shutara hands

Part Swift work is my biggest selling point, you know. Don't underestimate Senjumaru's name. — Senjumaru Shutara in SORRY I AM STRONG Senjumaru Shutara (Shutara Senjumaru) is a member of the Royal Guard, titled Great Weave Guard (織, Ōorigami). [2] She holds the position of fourth officer of the Zero Division (番, Zerobantai Daiyonkai), as well
as Divine General of the North (ーー, Hoppō Shinshō). [1] Senjumaru's appearance has the appearance of a slim and very youthful woman with fair skin and long, black hair adorned at the back by a large gold ornament in the shape of a crescent moon with numerous small lines radiating outwards. She wears the standard Shinigami uniform under a white
long-sleeved haori, over which she dons a white robe at the front near the center of her chest. She also wears a pair of extremely thick soles okobo. She has 6 long, gold skeletal artificial arms on her back that shes used instead of her real one. [3] Personality Senjumaru is somewhat playful, providing a fanfare with various musical instruments on the Royal
Guards landing in Soul Society and taunting Mayuri Kurotsuchi. She is also focused on the mission they have been given, seeing it through, while other Royal Guard members talk to each other and the Gotei 13. [4] She can be quite powerful as well, to the point of threatening, as she threatened to castrate Renji if he did not take up his fundoshi so she could
fully measure his body for a new shihakushō. [5] When referring to himself, Senjumaru uses the archaic pronoun warawa. [6] Plot The Thousand-Year Blood War arch Senjumaru providing the fanfare for the entrance of the Royal Guard. After the death of Captain Commander Genryūsai Shigekuni Yamamoto, Senjumaru travels with the other members of the
Royal Guard to the Soul Society, where they are greeted by the surviving Gotei 13 captains and Ichigo Kurosaki. [7] When they emerge from the Tenchūren, she provides music for their procession by playing several instruments at once. [8] Senjumaru collects the wounded Shinigami. While the other members of the Zero Division discuss their plan to bring
Ichigo to the Royal Palace, Senjumaru leaves to pick up Captain Byakuya Kuchiki, Lieutenant Renji Abarai, Lieutenant Rukia Kuchiki and the broken Tensa Zangetsu. She carries them all back in large, translucent spheres, stating to those who are composed that all of those on their list are present. She points to Ichigo, which says that only he remains.
Captain Retsu Unohana objects to her severely injured patients being taken from Seireitei, but is rejected by one of the other Royal Guards. When Captain Mayuri Kurotsuchi sees Tensa Zangetsu, he asks Senjumaru She broke into his lab to get it. Surprised by Mayuri's presence, she denies breaking in lab, stating that she just put her hands on the door and
opened it by herself. She then claims that the lock was easier to open than the last time she was there. [9] When the Royal Guard, the wounded Shinigami and Ichigo Kurosaki finally arrive at the Soul King Palace, they leave the Tenchūren. While Ichibē Hyōsube is talking to Ichigo about both the Ōken and Sōsuke Aizen, Senjumaru joins in and begins to
speak with Ichigo with the fact that Aizen himself wanted to create life, defeat the Soul King and become a god himself. She goes on to state that while Sōsuke Aizen is undeniably the personification of evil, the Quincy of the WallEnreich is even worse than he is. [10] Senjumaru in her palace. After Renji and Rukia have both made a full recovery, they
eventually gather at her palace so they can take measurements of them. She forces them to strip, and threatens to cut off Renji's thing if he doesn't voluntarily take off his fundoshi, leading Renji to reluctantly agree. [5] Later, Senjumaru Ichigo helps leave the Palace of the King of the Soul and travel to Seireitei by manifesting a flight of spiral staircase for him
to continue walking. [11] The next day, when Yhwach, Jugram Haschwalth, and Uryū Ishida arrive at the palace, Senjumaru feels their presence. [12] Senjumaru and her guards confront Yhwach. After Yhwach passes Kirinji, Senjumaru confronts him with several soldiers, insisting that it has been a while. She scolds him for appearing without an invitation
and wonders if he has gotten overconfident for defeating Yamamato. She orders her soldiers to attack as Yhwach tries to pass her, but is shocked to see that they were unable to land a single blow before watching as Nianzol Weizol emerges from Yhwach's shadow. [13] When Nianzol explains how all attacks are useless because he can deflect any attack
he sees, Senjumaru suspects that he can only deflect attacks in his line of sight before making more of her guards appear from behind tapestries resembling the pillars and attacking Nianzol from behind. However, Nianzol flexes their swords and explains how he can deflect the attacks of anyone whose skills he has seen before cutting the guards in half.
Unfazed by this, Senjumaru points out how she never mentioned that the guards were the only ones attacking before revealing that she has completely replaced Nianzol's outfit with one of her own design. When Nianzol declares this is impossible, Senjumaru states that she does not give her name for no reason before warning Nianzol against taking off
before he dies as he is impaled by dozens of spines from inside. [14] Senjumaru seemingly shot in the head. When Nianzol falls to the ground, dead, Senjumaru notes that forgetting to remove the needles from her work after tuning it is her own bad habit. Stating that knives can now reach Yhwach, she watches as he uses his shadow to to counter the
soldiers of the Soul King, as well as his elite power to face the Royal Guard. When Gerard Valkyrie attacks her, she tries to block it, but her sewing needle is destroyed. She calls a huge soldier to help her, but it is immediately removed by Pernida Parnkgjas. Lille Barro aims and shoots a big hole through her head with his Spirit Weapon. [15] Real Senjumaru
reveals itself behind Lille. Senjumaru's body crumples on the ground as large amounts of blood begins to pool from the large open wound in her head. [16] After the Lille attacks the various structures seemingly causing their destruction pull back the landscape around him revealing elaborate cloth used to simulate the surroundings. Senjumaru appears alive
and well and tells him that this was a fake Soul Palace made to welcome them, and that the real palace is hidden by Ichibē Hyōsube. [17] Soon after, Senjumaru is defeated by Sternritter. [18] Artificial Material Limbs: Attached to her back, Senjumaru has a number of long, gold skeleton weapons that can be extended and manipulated with great dexterity,
seemingly using just thought alone. [8] Despite their slim appearance, each weapon possesses a considerable amount of physical strength, which can carry the weight of a fully grown Shinigami. [19] Sewing needle: Senjumaru carries a large sewing needle which she uses in combat. [20] Powers &amp; Abilities Immense Spiritual Power: As a captain-class
warrior and current member of the Royal Guard, Senjumaru has an enormous amount of spiritual power. [21] Ōken: As one of the Royal Guards, Senjumaru has Ōken instilled in her bones, granting her the ability to travel in and out of the Soul King's Palace, as well as permission to others simply by willingly granting it. [22] Cloth Manipulation: Senjumaru can
create, shape, and manipulate any kind of cloth for different purposes. She has canvas backgrounds to mirror the surroundings and intricate personal soldiers of substance that follow her mental command. Expanding her abilities to manipulate cloth, she can also manipulate the sewing needles she uses to change clothing to deal with fatal injuries to
opponents unfortunate enough to wear them. [23] [24] Her ability to manipulate cloth allows her to create elaborate scenarios on her backgrounds to simulate real actions and situations. [25] Sewing Skill: Senjumaru has masterful skill and skill when it comes to sewing. She created the Ōken Clothing, a special clothing designed to allow the wearer to safely
return to the Seireitei from the Soul King Palace. These clothes are of the bones and hair of members of the Royal Guard, and they possess incredible defensive strength, allowing the wearer to withstand the friction that results from breaking the 72 barriers between Soul Society and the Soul King Palace without suffering suffering She can change an entire
outfit in a matter of seconds without the wearer being aware that she has done anything. Her quick work is the reason she is called Senjumaru (,Thousand Hands; Viz 1,000 Weapons). [27] Zanpakutō Shikai: Not Revealed Bankai: Not Revealed Appearances in Other Media Video Game Appearances Blade Battlers Blade Battlers 2nd The Blade of Fate Dark
Souls The 3rd Phantom Flame Bringer Tasogare ni MamIeru Shinigami Shattered Blade Versus Crusade Heat the Soul Heat the Soul 2 Heat the Soul 3 Heat the Soul 4 Heat the Soul 5 Heat the Soul 6 Heat the Soul 7 Soul Carnival Soul Carnival 2 Hanatareshi Yabou Bleach Advance : Kurenai ni Somaru Soul Society Erabareshi Tamashii Soul Resurrección
J-Stars Victory Vs Brave Souls Paradise Lost Jump Force Promotional art by Senjumaru in Bleach: Brave Souls. Senjumaru makes her first appearances outside the manga as a playable character in Bleach: Brave Souls as part of the commemoration for the Millennial Blood War arc tie-in. She is a melee character with the Arrancar Killer ability and with a
chance to inflict Lacerate with each attack other than her second strong attack, which is a barrier; In addition, she is the first character to have two new abilities, one of which increases lacerate damage, while the other increases the chances of inflicting a status ailment on Mind Arrancar enemies. Her special attack is Bad Habits (癖, Warui Kuse), where she
dresses her enemies in a new garment that inflicts immense damage and Lacerate. In the novel Bleach: Can't Fear Your Own World it is revealed that Senjumaru was promoted to the Royal Guard for creating the Shihakushō (覇, Garment of Dead Souls) the Shinigami wear. Quotes (To Nianzol Weizol) Swift work is my biggest selling point, you know. Don't
underestimate Senjumaru's name. [28] Trivia References ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 13 BLADEs, page 168 ↑ Bleach manga; Chapter 517, page 3 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 517, pages 11-12 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 517, pages 3-17 ↑ 5.0 5.1 Bleach manga; Chapter 545, pages 9-10 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 599, page 16 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 516, pages 14-17 ↑ 8.0 8.1
Bleach manga; Chapter 517, page 2 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 517, pages 15-19 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 519, pages 3-4 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 555, pages 4-5 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 588, pages 1-2 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 597, pages 8-14 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 598, pages 9-17 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 599, pages 1-17 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 600, pages
1-2 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 600, pages 8-10 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 611, page 3 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 517, page 12 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 599, pages 10-11 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 516, page 14 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 519, pages 2-3 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 598, pages 11-16 ↑ Chapter 599, pages 1-2 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter Chapter Chapter pages
6-8 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 585, pages 3-4 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 598, page 15 ↑ Bleekmanga; Chapter 598, page 16 ↑ 13 BLADEs., page 255 ↑ Bleach manga; Chapter 480, page 1 Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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